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Development 
real issue
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Nova Scotia is a good example of underdevelopment in a 
supposedly advanced industrial economy. It is un
derdeveloped not because of some historical accident nor 
the vagaries of chance but because control over production 
has been placed in the hands of foreign and indigenous 
monopolies.
' Underdevelopment means that the full potential of the 

economy is not exploited, that huge amounts of labour and 
natural resources are undertapped. It means that goods and 
services are provided not according to need but according 
to their yield in profits. It also means that 25 per cent of this 
year’s graduates from Dalhousie will be unemployed next 
year.
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Fortunately, underdevelopment is not a permanent state.
It can be altered. But to do so requires an understanding of 
the problem and specific policies to redress the situation.
The political parties contesting the provincial election have 
not demonstrated either of these characteristics.

The Liberals, the people responsible for the preservation 
of our underdevelopme/it for the last eight years, have 
managed to appropriate for themselves the concept of self- 
reliance, a concept that in some third world countries has 
been implemented to reverse the process of centuries of 
colonial and neo-colonial underdevelopment.

To the Liberals, however, “self-reliance” is no more than a 
catch phrase completely devoid of meaning.

Gerald Regan can, with his characteristic sincerity, 
espouse self-reliance and in the same breath announce the 
sale (sic) of the Halifax shipyards to a tri-partite consortium A 1 CCI? Z*
over which the people of Nova Scotia have no control. On Al COE C e ^took^ I’m™ currentv beheve that U is important for
,he e,vte°f,whhat Regan himself is heralding as the resurgen- WOlltS serving time for possession of "fateK the opposite stx® To
ce of the fishing industry and amidst clamourings for con- refer. I now have 18 months establish a corresoondenre at
struction of a modern fishing fleet the Shipyards give-away mgmhorS before 1 seethe parole board for this time would be very encour-
is not only myopic but grossly irresponsible. Coming from a . ^ possible release. This is my aging towards a better at-
party that equates development with luxury cruise ships To the Gazette: only conviction as well as my mosphere of “stability in mind",
staffed by exploited Thailand labourers however, the Could you please publish the first arrest, and hopefully my | am aware that this is 
shipyards “deal” is not surprising. following “open” letter in the last. Also, I am attending somewhat of an unusual re-

The alternatives to the Liberals are not all together in- first issue of the Gazette? business management classes quest on my behalf, but I
spiring. Their alter-ego, the Progressive Conservative party AlESEC, the International given through Syracuse Uni- should hope not
can only be described as opportunistic. The P.C.’s have EconomlrsmdPn^Tfî^Trf- bv ’ ‘S so,natbh,e one‘
and^nromnpmn^T^b®ral® t.h.®ir record of fiascos ternational job exchange pro- My purpose in writing this I will close aTmis^tandïng and
and incompetence. To berate the Liberals for incompetence grams to students in over 50 letter is in the best wish that anticipate any confirmât^ to-
is one thing but to claim that better or more astute countries, with the objective of you and your staff will see fit to ward my request,
management of the economy within the existing parameters providing greater interaction publish this letter, or with your Yours truly,
of production is a solution to our underdevelopment is between the academic world of discretion parts thereof. I am Herbert Roberson
nothing more than delusion. The P.C.’s with their pie in the the business student and the seeking correspondence with a No. 76-B-693
sky “we’ve got the answer” promises are not going to “make practical realities of the busi- female student—students from 135 State Street
the economy work.” ness world.

The NDP, although it still professes to represent and ad- AlESEC also has a seminar student myself
vance a social democratic program, has succumbed to the opportunity ^TKeetlno om 
dictates of electoral politics in an essentially conservative fePsPsors at Dalhousie and local 
society. This has meant diluting its program to the extent 
that it is difficult to distinguish it from that of the other two.
Perhaps this tactic will yield benefits for the NDP through fairs, 
electoral results but it’s doubtful that even their 
servative approach will disrupt the stangle hold the 
traditional parties hold over the electorate.

Through the rhetoric and promises then we can expect 
one thing; whatever the election results, Nova Scotia will 
stumble along a path of economic chaos for some years to 
come.
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businessmen by having wine 
and cheese parties, and career

This past April, AlESEC 
Dalhousie had a disco in the 
Green Room with “Foxy Lady", 
which played recently released 
records from Montreal. In ad
dition, AlESEC St. Mary’s 
threw an entertaining wine and 
cheese party last spring.

We invite you to drop into our 
first meeting for the year at the 
SUB conference room 424 
Wednesday, Sept. 20, from 
12:00 to 2:00 p.m. so that you 
can find out more about 
AlESEC and its exchange pro
gram.

Wishing you a successful

con-

The Dalhousie Gazette is the weekly publication of the Dalhousie 
Student Union. The views expressed in the paper are not necessarily 
those of the Student Union, the editor or staff. We reserve the right to edit 
material for space or legal reasons, or if it is considered offensive to our 
readers.

The deadline for advertising is the Friday noon preceeding publication. 
Articles and letters are due Monday noon. No unsigned material will be 
accepted but anonymity may be granted on request. Letters should not 
exceed 500 words and must be typed on a 64 character line.

by Marc Allain
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The Dalhousie Gazette, Canada’s Oldest College Newspaper, is a 
founding member of Canadian University Press. Our office is on the third 

: floor of the Student Union Building. Our mailing address is The Dalhousie 
Gazette, Dalhousie University, Halifax, N.S. B3H 4J2. Telephone 
(902) 424-2507. The subscription price is $9 per year (26 issues). ISSN 0011- 
5819.
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Vic Leon
AlESEC Public Relations V.P.
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Editor: Marc Allain
News Coordinator: Mark Simkins .
Entertainment Coordinator: Gregory Larsen and Sheena Masson
Sports Coordinator:
Advertising and Business Manager: Matthew Adamson 
Circulation Manager: Joe Wilson

To the Gazette:
I am presently an inmate at 

the Auburn Correction Facility, 
located in Auburn, New York. 
My name is Herbert Roberson. I 
am Black, 21 years of age and I 
am 6’2” tall. My weight is 190 
lbs. As for my talents, I sing, I
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